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Abstract
We design the first online algorithm with poly-logarithmic competitive ratio for the edge-weighted
degree-bounded Steiner forest (EW-DB-SF) problem and its generalized variant. We obtain our result
by demonstrating a new generic approach for solving mixed packing/covering integer programs in the
online paradigm. In EW-DB-SF, we are given an edge-weighted graph with a degree bound for every
vertex. Given a root vertex in advance, we receive a sequence of terminal vertices in an online manner.
Upon the arrival of a terminal, we need to augment our solution subgraph to connect the new terminal
to the root. The goal is to minimize the total weight of the solution while respecting the degree bounds
on the vertices. In the offline setting, edge-weighted degree-bounded Steiner tree (EW-DB-ST) and
its many variations have been extensively studied since early eighties. Unfortunately, the recent ad-
vancements in the online network design problems are inherently difficult to adapt for degree-bounded
problems. In particular, it is not known whether the fractional solution obtained by standard primal-dual
techniques for mixed packing/covering LPs can be rounded online. In contrast, in this paper we obtain
our result by using structural properties of the optimal solution, and reducing the EW-DB-SF problem to
an exponential-size mixed packing/covering integer program in which every variable appears only once
in covering constraints. We then design a generic integral algorithm for solving this restricted family of
IPs.
As mentioned above, we demonstrate a new technique for solving mixed packing/covering integer
programs. Define the covering frequency k of a program as the maximum number of covering constraints
in which a variable can participate. Letm denote the number of packing constraints. We design an online
deterministic integral algorithm with competitive ratio of O(k logm) for the mixed packing/covering
integer programs. We prove the tightness of our result by providing a matching lower bound for any
randomized algorithm. We note that our solution solely depends on m and k. Indeed, there can be
exponentially many variables. Furthermore, our algorithm directly provides an integral solution, even if
the integrality gap of the program is unbounded. We believe this technique can be used as an interesting
alternative for the standard primal-dual techniques in solving online problems.
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1 Introduction
Degree-bounded network design problems comprise an important family of network design problems since
the eighties. Aside from various real-world applications such as vehicle routing and communication net-
works [6, 33, 39], the family of degree-bounded problems has been a testbed for developing new ideas and
techniques. The problem of degree-bounded spanning tree, introduced in Garey and Johnson’s Black Book
of NP-Completeness [30], was first investigated in the pioneering work of Fu¨rer and Raghavachari [16]
(Allerton’90). In this problem, we are required to find a spanning tree of a given graph with the goal of min-
imizing the maximum degree of the vertices in the tree. Let b∗ denote the maximum degree in the optimal
spanning tree. Fu¨rer and Raghavachari give a parallel approximation algorithm which produces a spanning
tree of degree at most O(log(n)b∗). This result was later generalized by Agrawal, Klein, and Ravi [1] to
the case of degree-bounded Steiner tree (DB-ST) and degree bounded Steiner forest (DB-SF) problem. In
DB-ST, given a set of terminal vertices, we need to find a subgraph of minimum maximum degree that
connects the terminals. In the more generalized DB-SF problem, we are given pairs of terminals and the
output subgraph should contain a path connecting each pair. Fu¨rer and Raghavachari [17](SODA’92, J. of
Algorithms’94) significantly improved the result for DB-SF by presenting an algorithm which produces a
Steiner forest with maximum degree at most b∗ + 1.
The study of DB-ST and DB-SF was the starting point of a very popular line of work on various degree-
bounded network design problems; e.g. [29, 32, 28, 23, 13] and more recently [15, 14]. One particular
variant that has been extensively studied was initiated by Marathe et al. [29] (J. of Algorithms’98): In
the edge-weighted degree-bounded spanning tree problem, given a weight function over the edges and a
degree bound b, the goal is to find a minimum-weight spanning tree with maximum degree at most b. The
initial results for the problem generated much interest in obtaining approximation algorithms for the edge-
weighted degree-bounded spanning tree problem [11, 10, 18, 24, 25, 26, 27, 35, 36, 37]. The groundbreaking
results obtained by Goemans [19] (FOCS’06) and Singh and Lau [38] (STOC’07) settle the problem by
giving an algorithm that computes a minimum-weight spanning tree with degree at most b + 1. Singh
and Lau [28] (STOC’08) generalize their result for the edge-weighted Steiner tree (EW-DB-ST) and edge-
weighted Steiner forest (EW-DB-SF) variants. They design an algorithm that finds a Steiner forest with
cost at most twice the cost of the optimal solution while violating the degree constraints by at most three.
Despite these achievements in the offline setting, it was not known whether degree-bounded problems
are tractable in the online setting. The online counterparts of the aforementioned Steiner problems can be
defined as follows. The underlying graph and degree bounds are known in advance. The demands arrive
one by one in an online manner. At the arrival of a demand, we need to augment the solution subgraph such
that the new demand is satisfied. The goal is to be competitive against an offline optimum that knows the
demands in advance.
Recently, Dehghani et al. [12] (SODA’16) explore the tractability of the Online DB-SF problem by
showing that a natural greedy algorithm produces a solution in which the degree bounds are violated by at
most a factor of O(log n), which is asymptotically tight. They analyze their algorithm using a dual fitting
approach based on the combinatorial structures of the graph such as the toughness1 factor. Unfortunately,
greedy methods are not competitive for the edge-weighted variant of the problem. Hence, it seems unlikely
that the approach of [12] can be generalized to EW-DB-SF.
The online edge-weighted Steiner connectivity problems (with no bound on the degrees) have been ex-
tensively studied in the last decades. Imase and Waxman [22] (SIAM J. D. M.’91) use a dual-fitting argument
to show that the greedy algorithm has a competitive ratio of O(log n), which is also asymptotically tight.
1The toughness of a graph is defined as minX⊆V
|X|
|CC(G\X)| ; where for a graphH , CC(H) denotes the collection of connected
components of H .
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Later the result was generalized to the EW SF variant by Awerbuch et al. [4] (SODA’96) and Berman and
Coulston [7] (STOC’97). In the past few years, various primal-dual techniques have been developed to solve
the more general node-weighted variants [2, 31, 21] (SIAM’09, FOCS’11, FOCS’13), prize-collecting vari-
ants [34, 20] (ICALP’11,ICALP’14), and multicommodity buy-at-bulk [9] (FOCS’15). These results are
obtained by developing various primal-dual techniques [2, 21] while generalizing the application of combi-
natorial properties to the online setting [31, 20, 9]. In this paper however, we develop a primal approach for
solving bounded-frequency mixed packing/covering integer programs. We believe this framework would be
proven useful in attacking other online packing and covering problems.
1.1 Our Results and Techniques
In this paper, we consider the online Steiner tree and Steiner forest problems at the presence of both edge
weights and degree bounds. In the Online EW-DB-SF problem, we are given a graph G = (V,E) with n
vertices, edge-weight function w, degree bound bv for every v ∈ V , and an online sequence of connectivity
demands (si, ti). Let wopt denote the minimum weight subgraph which satisfies the degree bounds and
connects all demands. Let ρ = maxe w(e)mine:w(e)>0 w(e)
2.
Theorem 1.1 There exists an online deterministic algorithm which finds a subgraph with total weight at
mostO(log2 n)wopt while the degree bound of a vertex is violated by at most a factor ofO(log2(n) log(nρ)).
If one favors the degree bounds over total weight, one can find a subgraph with degree-bound violation
O(log2(n) log(nρ))log log(nρ)) and total cost O(log
2(n) log(nρ))log log(nρ))wopt.
Our technical contribution for solving the EW-DB-SF problem is twofold. First by exploiting a struc-
tural result and massaging the optimal solution, we show a formulation of the problem that falls in the
restricted family of bounded-frequency mixed packing/cover IPs, while losing only logarithmic factors in
the competitive ratio. We then design a generic online algorithm with a logarithmic competitive ratio that
can solve any instance of the bounded-frequency packing/covering IPs. In what follows, we describe these
contributions in detail.
Massaging the optimal solution Initiated by work of Alon et al. [2] on online set cover, Buchbinder
and Naor developed a strong framework for solving packing/covering LPs fractionally online. For the
applications of their general framework in solving numerous online problems, we refer the reader to the
survey in [8]. Azar et al. [5] generalize this method for the fractional mixed packing and covering LPs.
The natural linear program relaxation for EW-DB-SF, commonly used in the literature, is a special case
of mixed packing/covering LPs: one needs to select an edge from every cut that separates the endpoints
of a demand (covering constraints), while for a vertex we cannot choose more than a specific number of
its adjacent edges (packing constraints). Indeed, one can use the result of Azar et al. [5] to find an online
fractional solution with polylogarithmic competitive ratio. However, doing the rounding in an online manner
seems very hard.
Offline techniques for solving degree-bounded problems often fall in the category of iterative and depen-
dent rounding methods. Unfortunately, these methods are inherently difficult to adapt for an online settings
since the underlying fractional solution may change dramatically in between the rounding steps. Indeed,
this might be the very reason that despite many advances in the online network design paradigm in the
past two decades, the natural family of degree-bounded problems has remained widely open. In this paper,
2Our competitive ratios have a logarithmic dependency on ρ, i.e., the ratio between largest and smallest weight. It follows from
the result of [12] that one cannot obtain polylogarithmic guarantees if this ratio is not polynomially bounded
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we circumvent this by reducing EW-DB-ST to a novel formulation beyond the scope of standard online
packing/covering techniques and solving it using a new online integral approach.
The crux of our IP formulation is the following structural property: Let (si, ti) denote the ith demand.
We need to augment the solution Qi−1 of previous steps by buying a subgraph that makes si and ti con-
nected. Let Gi denote the graph obtained by contracting the pairs of vertices sj and tj for every j < i. Note
that any (si − ti)-path in Gi corresponds to a feasible augmentation for Qi−1. Some edges in Gi might
be already in Qi−1 and therefore by using them again we can save both on the total weight and the vertex
degrees. However, in Section 2 we prove that there always exists a path inGi such that even without sharing
on any of the edges inGi and therefore paying completely for the increase in the weight and degrees, we can
approximate the optimal solution up to a logarithmic factor. This in fact, enables us to have a formulation in
which the covering constraints for different demands are disentangled. Indeed, we only have one covering
constraint for each demand. Unfortunately, this implies that we have exponentially many variables, one
for each possible path in Gi. This may look hopeless since the competitive factors obtained by standard
fractional packing/covering methods introduced by Buchbinder and Naor [8] and Azar et al. [5], depend on
the logarithm of the number of variables. Therefore we come up with a new approach for solving this class
of mixed packing/covering integer programs (IP).
Bounded-frequency mixed packing/covering IPs We derive our result for EW-DB-ST by demonstrat-
ing a new technique for solving mixed packing/covering integer programs. We believe this approach could
be applicable to a broader range of online problems. The integer program IP1 describes a general mixed
packing/covering IP with the set of integer variables x ∈ Zn≥0 and α. The packing constraints are described
by a m × n non-negative matrix P . Similarly, the q × n matrix C describes the covering constraints. The
covering frequency of a variable xi is defined as the number of covering constraints in which xi has a pos-
itive coefficient. The covering frequency of a mixed packing/covering program is defined as the maximum
covering frequency of its variables.
minimize α , (IP1)
s.t. Px ≤ α .
Cx ≥ 1 .
x ∈ Z≥0, α ∈ R>0 .
In the online variant of mixed packing and covering IP, we are given the packing constraints in advance.
However the covering constraints arrive in an online manner. At the arrival of each covering constraint,
we should increase the solution x such that it satisfies the new covering constraint. We provide a novel
algorithm for solving online mixed packing/covering IPs.
Theorem 1.2 Given an instance of the online mixed packing/covering IP, there exists a deterministic in-
tegral algorithm with competitive O(k logm), where m is the number of packing constraints and k is the
covering frequency of the IP.
We note that the competitive ratio of our algorithm is independent of the number of variables or the number
of covering constraints. Indeed, there can be exponentially many variables.
Our result can be thought of as a generalization of the work of Aspnes et al. [3] (JACM’97) on virtual
circuit routing. Although not explicit, their result can be massaged to solve mixed packing/covering IPs
in which all the coefficients are zero or one, and the covering frequency is one. They show that such IPs
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admit a O(log(m))-competitive algorithms. Theorem 1.2 generalizes their result to the case with arbitrary
non-negative coefficients and any bounded covering frequency.
We complement our result by proving a matching lower bound for the competitive ratio of any random-
ized algorithm. This lower bound holds even if the algorithm is allowed to return fractional solutions.
Theorem 1.3 Any randomized online algorithm A for integral mixed packing and covering is Ω(k logm)-
competitive, where m denotes the number of packing constraints, and k denotes the covering frequency of
the IP. This even holds if A is allowed to return a fractional solution.
As mentioned before, Azar et al. [5] provide a fractional algorithm for mixed packing/covering LPs
with competitive ratio ofO(logm log d) where d is the maximum number of variables in a single constraint.
They show an almost matching lower bound for deterministic algorithms. We distinguish two advantages of
our approach compared to that of Azar et al:
• The algorithm in [5] outputs a fractional competitive solution which then needs to be rounded on-
line. For various problems such as Steiner connectivity problems, rounding a solution online is very
challenging, even if offline rounding techniques are known. Moreover, the situation becomes hope-
less if the integrality gap is unbounded. However, for bounded-frequency IPs, our algorithm directly
produces an integral competitive solution even if the integrality gap is large.
• Azar et al. find the best competitive ratio with respect to the number of packing constraints and the
size of constraints. Although these parameters are shown to be bounded in several problems, in many
problems such as connectivity problems and flow problems, formulations with exponentially many
variables are very natural. Our techniques provide an alternative solution with a tight competitive
ratio, for formulations with bounded covering frequency.
1.2 Preliminaries
Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph of size n (|V | = n). Let w : E → Z>0 be a function denoting
the edge weights. For a subgraph H ⊆ G, we define w(H) := ∑e∈E(H)w(e). For every vertex v ∈ V ,
let bv ∈ Z>0 denote the degree bound of v. Let degH(v) denote the degree of vertex v in subgraph H .
We define the load lH(v) of vertex v w.r.t. H as degH(v)/bv. In DB-SF we are given graph G, degree
bounds, and k connectivity demands. Let σi denote the i-th demand. The i-th demand is a pair of vertices
σi = (si, ti), where si, ti ∈ V . In DB-SF the goal is to find a subgraph H ⊆ G such that for each demand
σi, si is connected to ti in H , for every vertex v ∈ V , lH(v) ≤ 1, and w(H) is minimized. In this paper
without loss of generality we assume the demand endpoints are distinct vertices with degree one in G and
degree bound infinity.
In the online variant of the problem, we are given graph G and degree bounds in advance. However the
sequence of demands are given one by one. At arrival of demand σi, we are asked to provide a subgraph Hi,
such that Hi−1 ⊆ Hi and si is connected to ti in Hi.
The following integer program is a natural mixed packing and covering integer program for
ONLINE EDGE-WEIGHTED DEGREE-BOUNDED STEINER FOREST. Let S denote the collection of subsets
of vertices that separate the endpoints of at least one demand. For a set of vertices S, let δ(S) denote the
set of edges with exactly one endpoint in S. In SF IP, for an edge e, xe = 1 indicates that we include e
in the solution while xe = 0 indicates otherwise. The variable α indicates an upper bound on the violation
of the load of every vertex and an upper bound on the violation of the weight. The first set of constraints
ensures that the load of a vertex is upper bounded by α. The second constraint ensures that the violation for
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the weight is upper bounded by α. The third set of constraints ensures that the endpoints of every demand
are connected.
minimize α . (SF IP)
∀v ∈ V 1
bv
∑
e∈δ({v})
xe ≤ α . (1)
1
wopt
∑
e∈E
w(e)xe ≤ α . (2)
∀S ⊆ S
∑
e∈δ(S)
xe ≥ 1 . (3)
xe ∈ {0, 1}, α ∈ Z>0 .
1.3 Overview of the Paper
We begin Section 2 by providing an online bounded frequency mixed packing/covering IP for EW-DB-SF.
Further we prove that this formulation has plausible structures. In Section 3 we provide an online deter-
ministic algorithm for online bounded frequency mixed packing/covering IPs. In Section 4 we merge the
IP formulation in Section 2 and the techniques in Section 3 to obtain online polylogarithmic-competitive
algorithms for EW-DB-SF. Finally in Section A we complement our algorithm for online bounded fre-
quency mixed packing/covering IPs by providing a matching lower bound for the competitive ratio of any
randomized algorithm.
2 Finding the Right Integer Program
In this section we design an online mixed packing and covering integer program for
ONLINE EDGE-WEIGHTED DEGREE-BOUNDED STEINER FOREST. We show this formulation is near
optimal, i.e. any f−approximation for this formulation, implies an O(f log2 n)-approximation for
ONLINE EDGE-WEIGHTED DEGREE-BOUNDED STEINER FOREST. In Section 4 we show there exists
an online algorithm that finds an O(log3 n)-approximation of wopt and violates degree bounds by
O(log3 n logwopt), where wopt denotes the optimal weight.
First we define some notations. For a sequence of demands σ = 〈(s1, t1), . . . , (sk, tk)〉, we defineRσ(i)
to be a set of i edges, connecting the endpoints of the first i demands. In particular Rσ(i) :=
⋃i
j=1 e(sj , tj),
where e(sj , tj) denotes a direct edge from sj to tj . Moreover, we say subgraph Hi satisfies the connectivity
of demand σi = (si, ti), if si and ti are connected in graph Hi ∪ Rσ(i − 1). Let Hi denote the set of
all subgraphs that satisfy the connectivity of demand σi. In PC IP variable α denotes the violation in
the packing constraints. Furthermore for every subgraph H ⊆ G and demand σi, there exists a variable
xiH ∈ {0, 1}. xiH = 1 indicates we add the edges of H to the existing solution, at arrival of demand σi. The
first set of constraints ensure the degree-bounds are not violated more than α. The second constraint ensures
the weight is not violated by more than α. The third set of constraints ensure the endpoints of every demand
are connected.
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minimize α . (PC IP)
∀v ∈ V 1
bv
k∑
i=1
∑
H⊆G
degH(v)x
i
H ≤ α . (4)
1
wopt
k∑
i=1
∑
H⊆G
w(H)xiH ≤ α . (5)
∀σi
∑
H∈Hi
xiH ≥ 1 . (6)
∀H ⊆ G, 1 ≤ i ≤ k xiH ∈ {0, 1} .
α > 0 .
We are considering the online variant of the mixed packing and covering program. We are given the
packing Constraints (4) and (5) in advance. At arrival of demand σi, the corresponding covering Constraint
(6) is added to the program. We are looking for an online solution which is feasible at every online stage.
Moreover the variables xH should be monotonic, i.e. once an algorithm sets xH = 1 for some H , the value
of xH is 1 during the rest of the algorithm. Figure (1) illustrates an example which indicates the difference
between the solutions of PC IP and SF IP.
v1
v2 v4
t2: v6t1: v5
s1:
s2: v3
Figure 1: An example where every vertex has degree-bound 3 and every edge has weight 1. The first demand
is (v2, v5) and the second demand is (v3, v6). The optimal solution for SF IP is a subgraph, say H , with the
set of all edges and vertices, i.e. H = G. However an optimal solution for PC IP is: Two subgraphs H1 for
the first request which has edges {e(v1, v2), e(v1, v4), e(v4, v5)} and H2 for the second request which has
edges {e(v2, v3), e(v4, v5), e(v4, v6)}. Note that w(H) = 5 and w(H1) + w(H2) = 6, since we have edge
e(v4, v5) in both H1 and H2. Moreover the number of edges incident with v4 in the solution of PC IP is 4,
i.e. degH1(v4) + degH2(v4) = 4.
Let optIP and optSF denote the optimal solutions for PC IP and SF IP, respectively. Lemma 2.1 shows
given an online solution for PC IP we can provide a feasible online solution for SF IP of cost optIP.
Lemma 2.1 Given a feasible solution {x, α} for PC IP, there exists a feasible solution {x′, α} for SF IP.
In the rest of this section, we show that we do not lose much by changing SF IP to PC IP.
In particular Lemma G.1 shows optIP ≤ O(log2 n)optSF. To this end, we first define the connective list
of subgraphs for a graph G, a forest F , and a list of demands σ. We then prove an existential lemma for
such a list of subgraphs with a desirable property for any 〈G,F, σ〉. With that in hand, we prove optIP ≤
O(log n)optSF in Lemma G.1.
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Given a graph G, a list of demands σ = 〈(s1, t1), (s2, t2) . . . , (sk, tk)〉, and a forest of G, F we define
a connective list of subgraphs for 〈G,F, σ〉 in the following way:
Definition 2.2 Let Q = 〈Q1, Q2, Q3, . . . , Qk〉 be a list of k subgraphs of F . We say Q is a connective list
of subgraphs for 〈G,F, σ〉 iff for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k there exists no cut disjoint from Qi that separates si from
ti, but does not separate any sj from tj for j < i.
The intuition behind the definition of connective subgraphs is the following: If Q is a connective list of
subgraphs for an instance 〈G,F, σ〉 then for every i we are guaranteed that the union of all subgraphs
∪ij=1Qi connects si to ti. In Lemma 2.3 we show for every 〈G,F, σ〉, there exists a connective list of
subgraphs for 〈G,F, σ〉, such that each edge of F appears in at most O(log n) subgraphs of Q.
Lemma 2.3 Let G be a graph and F be a forest in G. If σ is a collection of k demands
〈(s1, t1), (s2, t2) . . . , (sk, tk)〉, then there exists a connective list of subgraphs Q = 〈Q1, Q2, . . . , Qk〉 for
〈G,F, σ〉 such that every edge of F appears in at most 3 log |V (F )| Qi’s.
Finally, we leverage Lemma 2.3 to show optIP ≤ O(log n)optSF.
Lemma 2.4 optIP ≤ O(log n)optSF.
Finally, we leverage Lemma 2.3 to show optIP ≤ O(log2 n)optSF.
Lemma 2.5 optIP ≤ O(log2 n)optSF.
This shows we can use PC IP as an online mixed packing/covering IP to obtain an online solution for
ONLINE EDGE-WEIGHTED DEGREE-BOUNDED STEINER FOREST losing a factor of O(log2 n).
In Section 4 we show this formulation is an online bounded frequency mixed packing/covering IP,
thus we leverage our technique for such IPs to obtain a polylogarithmic-competitive algorithm for
ONLINE EDGE-WEIGHTED DEGREE-BOUNDED STEINER FOREST.
3 Online Bounded Frequency Mixed Packing/Covering IPs
In this section we consider bounded frequency online mixed packing and covering integer programs. For
every online mixed packing and covering IP with covering frequency k, we provide an online algorithm
that violates each packing constraint by at most a factor of O(k logm), where m is the number of packing
constraints. We note that this bound is independent of the number of variables, the number of covering
constraints, and the coefficients of the mixed packing and covering program. Moreover the algorithm is for
integer programs, which implies obtaining an integer solution does not rely on (online) rounding.
In particular we prove there exists an online O(k logm)-competitive algorithm for any mixed packing
and covering IP such that every variable has covering frequency at most k, where the covering frequency of
a variable xr is the number of covering constraints with a non-zero coefficient for xr.
We assume that all variables are binary. One can see this is without loss of generality as long as we
know every variable xr ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , 2l}. Since we can replace xr by l variables y1r , . . . , ylr denoting the
digits of xr and adjust coefficients accordingly. Furthermore, for now we assume that the optimal solution
for the given mixed packing and covering program is 1. In Theorem 3.3 we prove that we can use a doubling
technique to provide an O(k logm)-competitive solution for online bounded frequency mixed packing and
covering programs with any optimal solution. The algorithm is as follows. We maintain a family of subsets
S. Initially S = ∅. Let S(j) denote S at arrival of Cj+1. For each covering constraint Cj+1, we find a
subset of variables Sj+1 and add Sj+1 to S . We find Sj+1 in the following way. For each set of variables
S, we define a cost function τS(S(j)) according to our current S at arrival of Cj+1. We find a set Sj+1 that
satisfies Cj+1 and minimizes τS(S(j)). More precisely we say a set of variables S satisfies Cj+1 if
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• ∑xr∈S Cj+1,rxr ≥ 1, where Cj+1,r denotes the coefficient of Cj+1 for xr.
• For each packing constraint Pi,
∑
xr∈S
1
kPir ≤ 1.
Now we add Sj+1 to S and for every xr ∈ Sj+1, we set xr = 1. We note that there always exists a set S
that satisfies Cj+1, since we assume there exists an optimal solution with value 1. Setting S to be the set of
all variables with value one in an optimal solution which have non-zero coefficient in Cj+1, satisfies Cj+1.
It only remains to define τS(S(j)). But before that we need to define ∆i(S) and Fi(S(j)). For packing
constraint Pi and subset of variables S, we define ∆i(S) as ∆i(S) :=
∑
xr∈S
1
kPir. For packing constraint
Pi and S(j), let
Fi(S(j)) :=
∑
S∈S(j)
∆i(S) . (7)
Now let τS(S(j)) =
∑m
i=1 ρ
Fi(S(j))+∆i(S) − ρFi(S(j)), where ρ > 1 is a constant to be defined later.
Algorithm 1
Input: Packing constraints P , and an online stream of covering constraints C1, C2, . . ..
Output: A feasible solution for online bounded frequency mixed packing/covering.
Offline Process:
1: Initialize S ← ∅.
Online Scheme; assuming a covering constraint Cj+1 is arrived:
1: Sj+1 ← arg minS{τS(S(j)) | S satisfies Cj+1}.
2: for all xr ∈ Sj+1 do
3: xr ← 1.
Let x∗ be an optimal solution, and x∗(j) denote its values at online stage j. We define Gi(j) as
Gi(j) :=
j∑
l=1
∑
r:Clr>0
1
k
x∗rPir . (8)
Now we define a potential function Φj for online stage j.
Φj =
m∑
i=1
ρFi(S(j))(γ −Gi(j)) , (9)
where ρ, γ > 1 are constants to be defined later.
Lemma 3.1 There exist constants ρ and γ, such that Φj is non-increasing.
Proof. We find ρ and γ such that Φj+1 − Φj ≤ 0. By the definition of Φj ,
Φj+1 − Φj =
m∑
i=1
ρFi(S(j+1))(γ −Gi(j + 1))− ρFi(S(j))(γ −Gi(j)) . (10)
By Equation (7), ρFi(S(j+1)) − ρFi(S(j)) = ρFi(S(j))+∆i(S) − ρFi(S(j)). Moreover by Equation (8), (γ −
Gi(j + 1)) − (γ − Gi(j)) = −
∑
r:Cj+1,r>0
1
kx
∗
rPir. For simplicity of notation we define Bi(j + 1) :=∑
r:Cj+1,r>0
1
kx
∗
rPir. Thus we can write Equation (10) as:
Φj+1 − Φj =
m∑
i=1
ρFi(S(j+1))(γ −Gi(j)−Bi(j + 1))− ρFi(S(j))(γ −Gi(j)) (11)
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=m∑
i=1
(γ −Gi(j))(ρFi(S(j))+∆i(S) − ρFi(S(j)))− ρFi(S(j+1))Bi(j + 1) Since Gi(j) ≥ 0
≤
m∑
i=1
γ(ρFi(S(j))+∆i(S) − ρFi(S(j)))− ρFi(S(j+1))Bi(j + 1) Fi(S(j + 1)) ≥ Fi(S(j))
≤
m∑
i=1
γ(ρFi(S(j))+∆i(S) − ρFi(S(j)))− ρFi(S(j))Bi(j + 1) .
Now according to the algorithm for each subset of variables S′ such that
∑
xr∈S′ Cj+1(xr) ≥ 1, either
τS(S(j)) ≤ τS′(S(j)) or there exists a packing constraint Pi such that ∆i(S′) > 1. In Bi(j + 1), we
are considering variables xr such that x∗e = 1, thus for every Pi, Bi(j + 1) ≤ 1. Therefore setting S′
to be the set of variables xr such that x∗r = 1 and Cj+1,r > 0, we have τS(S(j)) ≤ τS′(S(j)). Thus∑m
i=1 ρ
Fi(S(j))+∆i(S)−ρFi(S(j)) ≤∑mi=1 ρFi(S(j))+Bi(j+1)−ρFi(S(j)). Therefore we can rewrite Inequality
(11) as
Φj+1 − Φj ≤
m∑
i=1
γ(ρFi(S(j))+Bi(j+1) − ρFi(S(j)))− ρFi(S(j))Bi(j + 1) (12)
=
m∑
i=1
ρFi(S(j))(γρBi(j+1) − γ −Bi(j + 1)) .
We would like to find ρ and γ such that Φj is non-increasing. We find ρ and γ such that for each packing
constraint Pi, γρBi(j+1) − γ −Bi(j + 1) ≤ 0. Thus
γρBi(j+1) − γ ≤ Bi(j + 1) Since 0 ≤ Bi(j + 1) ≤ 1 (13)
γρBi(j + 1)− γ ≤ Bi(j + 1) By simplifying (14)
ρ ≤ 1 + 1/γ . (15)
Thus if we set ρ ≤ 1 + 1/γ, Φj is non-increasing, as desired. 
Now we prove Algorithm 1 obtains a solution of at most O(k logm).
Lemma 3.2 Given an online bounded frequency mixed packing covering IP with optimal value 1, there ex-
ists a deterministic integral algorithm with competitive ratio O(k logm), where m is the number of packing
constraints and k is the covering frequency of the IP.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 for each stage j, Φj+1 ≤ Φj . Therefore Φj ≤ Φ0 = γm. Thus for each packing
constraint Pi,
ρFi(S(j))(γ −Gi(j)) ≤ γm . (16)
Thus,
ρFi(S(j)) ≤ γm
(γ −Gi(j)) ≤
γm
γ − 1 . Since Gi(j) ≤ 1 (17)
Thus we can conclude
Fi(S(j)) ∈ O(logm) . (18)
By definition of Fi(S(j)), Fi(S(j)) =
∑
S∈S(j) ∆i(S) =
∑
S∈S(j)
∑
xr∈S
1
kPir. Since each variable xr is
present in at most k sets, 1kPi · x(j) ≤ Fi(S(j)) . Thus by Inequality (18) Pix(j) ∈ O(k logm), which
completes the proof. 
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In Theorem 3.3 we prove there exists an online O(k logm)-competitive algorithm for bounded fre-
quency online mixed packing and covering integer programs with any optimal value.
Theorem 3.3 Given an instance of the online mixed packing/covering IP, there exists a deterministic inte-
gral algorithm with competitive ratio O(k logm), where m is the number of packing constraints and k is
the covering frequency of the IP.
4 Putting Everything Together
In this section we consider the online mixed packing/covering formulation discussed in Sec-
tion 2 for ONLINE EDGE-WEIGHTED DEGREE-BOUNDED STEINER FOREST PC IP. In this section
we show this formulation is an online bounded frequency mixed packing/covering IP. Therefore
we our techniques discussed in Section 3 to obtain a polylogarithmic-competitive algorithm for
ONLINE EDGE-WEIGHTED DEGREE-BOUNDED STEINER FOREST.
First we assume we are given the optimal weight wopt as well as degree bounds. We can obtain the
following theorem.
Theorem 4.1 Given the optimal weight wopt, there exists an online deterministic algorithm which finds a
subgraph with total weight at most O(log3 n)wopt while the degree bound of a vertex is violated by at most
a factor of O(log3(n).
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, given a feasible online solution for PC IP with violation α, we can provide an
online solution for SF IP with violation α. Moreover by Lemma G.1, optIP ≤ O(log2 n)optSF. Thus given
an online solution for PC IP with competitive ratio f , there exists an O(f log n)-competitive algorithm for
ONLINE DEGREE-BOUNDED STEINER FOREST. We note that in PC IP we know the packing constraints
in advance. In addition every variable xiH has non-zero coefficient only in the covering constraint corre-
sponding to connectivity of the i-th demand endpoints, i.e. the covering frequency of every variable is 1.
Therefore by Theorem 3.3 there exists an online O(logm)-competitive solution for PC IP, where m is the
number of packing constraints, which is n+ 1. Thus there exists an online O(log3 n)-competitive algorithm
for ONLINE DEGREE-BOUNDED STEINER FOREST. This means the violation for both degree bounds and
weight is of O(log3 n). 
Now we assume we are not given wopt. The following theorems directly hold by applying the doubling
technique mentioned in Section D.
Theorem 4.2 There exists an online deterministic algorithm which finds a subgraph with total weight
at most O(log3 n)wopt while the degree bound of a vertex is violated by at most a factor of
O(log3(n) log(wopt)).
Moreover if one favors the degree bound over total weight we obtain the following bounds.
Theorem 4.3 There exists an online deterministic algorithm which finds a subgraph with total weight
at most O(log3 n logwoptlog logwopt )wopt while the degree bound of a vertex is violated by at most a factor of
O(log3 n
logwopt
log logwopt
).
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A Lower Bound
We present a (randomized) instance I for mixed packing and covering linear programs with the following
parameters. I consists of m packing constraints, (2m − 2)d variables and a variable is only contained
in log2 d covering constraints. There exists an optimum integral solution for I with violation α = 1.
Any (fractional) online algorithm A incurs an expected violation of at least Ω(log2m · log2 d), where the
expectation is w.r.t. the randomized construction of I and w.r.t. the random choices of A in case A uses
randomization. This gives Theorem 1.3.
For the following description of the instance we assume thatm and d are powers of 2. Consider a binary tree
T withm leaf nodes. For each edge e in this tree we introduce d variables, and we denote the set of variables
for edge e with Xe. For each leaf node v we introduce the packing constraint
∑
e∈Pv
∑
x∈Xe x ≤ α, where
Pv denotes the path from the root r to v in the tree.
The covering constraints are constructed in an online manner according to a random root-to-leaf path P`
in the tree (` is a random leaf node). For a non-leaf node v on this path (starting at the root and ending at
the parent of `) we construct log2 d covering constraint only involving variables from XeL ∪XeR , where eL
and eR denote the child-edges of v. This sequence of covering constraints is constructed according to the
following lemma. For a set X of variables we use w(X) to denote the total value assigned to these variables
by the online algorithm.
Lemma A.1 Given two setsXL andXR of variables, each of cardinality d. There is a randomized sequence
of log2 d covering constraints over variables from XL ∪XR such that any online algorithm has E[w(XL ∪
XR)] ≥ 12 log2 d, after fulfilling these constraints.
Furthermore, there exist variables x` ∈ XL, xr ∈ XR such that setting either of these variables to one
already fulfills all constraints.
Proof. Define AL ⊆ XL and AR ⊆ XR, as a set of active variables of XL and XR, respectively. Initially
all variables in XL and XR are active, i.e., AL = XL and AR = XR.
The constraints are constructed in log2 d rounds. In the beginning of the i-th round (i ∈ {0, . . . , log2 d−
1}) |AL| = |AR| = d/2i. We offer a covering constraint on the current set of active variables, i.e., we offer
constraint
∑
x∈AL x +
∑
x∈AR x ≥ 1. Then we remove 50% of the elements from AL, and 50% of the
elements from AR, at random, i.e., from each set we remove a random subset of cardinality d/2i+1.
After fulfilling the covering constraint for the i-th round, we have w(AL)+w(AR) ≥ 1. Removing ran-
dom subsets from AL and AR, removes variables of expected total weight at least w(AL)/2 + w(AR)/2 ≥
1/2. Hence, the total expected weight removed from active sets during all rounds is at least 1/2 · log2 d.
This gives the bound on the expected weight of variables.
Note that any variable that is active in the final round is contained in every constraint; setting any of
these variables to one fulfills all constraints. Since, neitherAL norAR is empty in the final round the lemma
follows. 
Note that by this construction an optimal offline algorithm can fulfill the covering constraints of a node
v by setting a single variable from setXe to 1, where e is the child-edge of v that is not on the path P`. Then,
along any root-to-leaf path at most one set Xe contains a variable that is set to 1, and, hence, the maximum
violation is α = 1.
For the online algorithm we show that E[
∑
e∈P` w(Xe)] ≥ 14(log2m− 1) · log2 d, which means that in
expectation the maximum violation is at least Ω(logm · log d). To see this, we represent the path P` by a
sequence of left-right decisions. For i = 1, . . . , log2m− 1 define the binary random variable Yi that is 1 if
at the i-th node the path P` continues left, and is 0 otherwise. Further, we use WLi and W
R
i to denote the
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random variable that describes the total weight assigned to variables in XeL and XeR , respectively, where
eL and eR, are the child-edges of the i-th node on path P`. Then,
E
[∑
e∈P`
w(Xe)
]
= E
[ log2m−1∑
i=1
Yi ·WLi + (1− Yi) ·WRi
]
=
log2m−1∑
i=1
E[Yi] · E[WLi ] + E[1− Yi] · E[WRi ]
=
log2m−1∑
i=1
1
2
E[WLi +W
R
i ] ≥
1
4
(log2m− 1) log2 d .
Here, the second equality follows as Yi is independent from WLi and W
R
i ; the last inequality holds due to
Lemma A.1.
B Omitted Proofs of Section 2
Proof of Lemma 2.1: Let (α, x) be an optimal solution of SF IP for a given graph G and a sequence of
demands σ. We define subgraph F as the union of all edges of G whose value in x is equal to 1. Since
constraints of type (1) ensure that the demands are satisfied, every pair (si, ti) is connected in F . Without
loss of generality we assume F is a forest, since otherwise removing any edge from a cycle of F provides
a better solution for SF IP which contradicts the optimality of (α, x). Now, according to Lemma 2.3, there
exists a connective list of subgraphs Q for 〈G,F, σ〉 such that every edge of F appears in at most 3 log2 n
subgraphs of Q where n is the size of the graph. We construct a solution (α′, x′) to PC IP in the following
way:
Since Q is a connective list of subgraphs for 〈G,F, σ〉, every demand (si, ti) is connected in ∪ij=1Qj .
Therefore, for every i, Qi ∈ Hi holds. We set α′ = (3 log2 n)α, x′iQi = 1 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and x′iH = 0
for all other variables. Note that since Qi ∈ Hi for all i, then constraints of type (6) are trivially satisfied.
We define xˆe for an edge e ∈ E(G) as xˆe =
∑k
i=1
∑
H3e x
′i
H . Since every edge of F appears in at most
3 log2 n subgraphs of Q and x is a feasible solution for SF IP, for every vertex v in V (G) we have
1
bv
k∑
i=1
∑
H⊆G
degH(v)x
′i
H =
1
bv
∑
e∈δ(v)
xˆe
≤ (3 log2 n) 1
bv
∑
e∈δ(v)
xe
≤ (3 log2 n)α
= α′
and thus all constraints of type (4) are satisfied by x′. Moreover,
1
w(opt)
k∑
i=1
∑
H⊆G
w(H)x′iH =
1
w(opt)
∑
e∈E(G)
w(e)xˆe
≤ (3 log2 n) 1
w(opt)
∑
e∈E(G)
w(e)
≤ (3 log2 n)α
= α′
and hence x′ meets Constraint (5). Thus, x′ is a feasible solution for PC IP and the proof is complete.
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C Omitted Proofs of Section 3
Proof of Theorem 3.3: By Lemma 3.2, if the optimal solution of the IP is 1, then there exists a deterministic
algorithm with competitive ratio O(k logm). We show one can use a doubling technique to obtain an
O(k logm)-competitive algorithm without such assumption.
We start by guessing α = 1. We use Algorithm 1 to find an online solution. Since Algorithm 1 is
O(k logm)-competitive if α = 1, there exists a constant β such that no packing constraint is violated by
more than β(k logm). At each online stage j if updating the solution violates a packing constraint by more
than β(k logm), then α > 1. Thus we say we go to the next phase and do the following. First we divide
every coefficient in packing constraints by 2. Note that this is equivalent to doubling α. Then we remove
all previous solutions of the algorithm (we basically ignore them). We use Algorithm 1 again on the new IP
from the beginning. We claim that we lose a factor of at most 4 due to these updates.
At each phase every packing constraint is violated by at most βk logm. The total violation of each
packing constraint after l phases is
l∑
i=1
β2i−1k logm ≤ β2ik logm . (19)
Moreover our guess about α is not exact, since we know 2i−1 < α ≤ 2i. Thus we might violate each
packing constraint by an additional factor of 2. Thus we can use Algorithm 1 to obtain a deterministic
integral algorithm with competitive ratio 4β(k logm).
D Doubling Method
In this section we discuss how we can address the issue that we might not know wopt in advance. In partic-
ular by Lemma 3.2 if we are given the degree bounds and wopt, the optimal solution for PC IP is 1. Thus
Algorithm 1 provides an online solution for PC IP of O(logm), where m is the number of packing con-
straints. We show we can start with an initial value for wopt and update it through several phases. We use
Algorithm 1 at each phase. Eventually we lose a factor because of the number of phases we run Algorithm
1 and a factor of our approximation for wopt.
More precisely, let w′opt be our guess for wopt. Initially we set w′opt = 1. We write PC IP according
to w′opt and use Algorithm PC IP to obtain online solution x. By Lemma 3.2 if w′opt ≤ wopt, there exists a
constant c such that every packing constraint is violated by a factor of at most c logm in solution x. At any
online step, if a packing constraint is going to be violated by more that c logm, we stop the algorithm. Now
we know w′opt > wopt, thus we update w′opt = w′opt × r. We ignore the current solution x. We write PC IP
by the updated value of w′opt and do the same until no packing constraint is violated by more than c logm.
Now we analyze the competitive ratio of the current solution. Let l denote the number of phases we
updated w′opt and run Algorithm 1.
Lemma D.1 If r ≥ 2 each degree constraint is violated byO(l logm), and the weight constraint is violated
by O(r logm), where m is the number of packing constraints.
Proof. Since at each phase no packing constraint is violated by more than c logm, the total violation
for every packing constraint is no more than lc logm. Thus the total violation in every degree bound is
O(l logm).
At each phase, the packing constraint corresponding to weights is violated by c logm, however w′opt is
changing as well. The total violation of the weights is
∑l−1
i=0 r
ic logm, since at each phase i, w′opt = ri−1.
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Since r ≥ 2, ∑l−1i=0 ric logm < 2rl−1 = 2w′opt. Therefore the packing constraint corresponding to weights
is also violated by no more than 2c logm. However 1rw
′
opt < wopt ≤ w′opt. Thus the total weight is no more
than 2rc logmwopt. 
The following two lemmas follow directly from Lemma D.1.
Lemma D.2 Given graph G and degree bounds. let wopt denote the optimal weight for
ONLINE EDGE-WEIGHTED DEGREE-BOUNDED STEINER FOREST. There exists an online algorithm for
PC IP that violates the weight packing constraint by O(log n) and violates each degree bound packing
constraints by O(log n logwopt).
Proof. Let r = 2. The number of phases l = O(logwopt). Thus by Lemma D.1 there exists an online
algorithm for PC IP that violates the weight packing constraint byO(log n) and violates each degree bound
packing constraints by O(log n logwopt). 
Lemma D.3 Given graph G and degree bounds. let wopt denote the optimal weight for
ONLINE EDGE-WEIGHTED DEGREE-BOUNDED STEINER FOREST. There exists an online algorithm for
PC IP that violates the weight packing constraint and each degree bound packing constraints by
O(log n
logwopt
log logwopt
).
Proof. Let r = logwoptlog logwopt . The number of phases l = O(
logwopt
log logwopt
). Thus by Lemma D.1 there exists
an online algorithm for PC IP that violates the weight packing constraint and each degree bound packing
constraints by O(log n logwoptlog logwopt ). 
E A Polynomial Algorithm for Finding the Path with the Minimum Cost
Here we present a polynomial time method to find a set S that satisfies j + 1-th constraint and minimizes
τS(S(j)). In our problem we can assume every two endpoints of previous demands have been contracted
into one node. With this assumption the set S is in form of a path from sj to tj . The method we use is
dynamic programming. Let dp be a dynamic table such that dp(l, v, w) denotes the minimum degree cost of
a path with length l < n and weight w from sj to vertex v ∈ V . The degree cost of a path P is the sum of
the terms corresponding to degree constraints in the calculation of τP (S(j)). The set S we are looking for
has some length l′ and some weight w′. Knowing these two parameters, we can calculate τS(S(j)) using w′
and dp(l′, tj , w′).
If the maximum weight of an edge be a polynomial of n then the number of entries in the dynamic
table dp is polynomial. Now we briefly explain how to calculate the value of each dp(l, v, w). Initially set
dp(0, sj , 0) to zero and dp(l, v, w) to infinity for other entries. At every moment each entry with cost less
than infinity represents a path from sj . At every iteration we update new entries by adding one vertex to the
existing paths.
We can now find the path minimizing τS(S(j)) by looking over dp(l′, tj , w′), for all 0 ≤ l′ ≤ n and
0 ≤ w′ ≤ nmaxe∈E{w(e)}. Since the size of dp and the number of iterations are polynomials of n, the
whole method runs in polynomial time.
F Rounding Lemma
For a given tree T = (E(T ), V (T )), let pi = 〈pi1, . . . , pin〉 be a permutation on V (T ), and F be a collection
of subsets of E(T ). Suppose a probability ppii,pij is assigned to every Fpii,pij in a way that
∑i−1
j=1 ppii,pij = 1,
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for every 1 < i ≤ n. We define the load of p on an edge e as Lp(e) :=
∑
(i,j):e∈Fpii,pij ppii,pij and the overall
load Lp as Lp := maxe∈E(t){Lp(e)}.
The following lemma states the existence of a rounding q for p, which with a high probability has a
bounded load with respect to Lp and log n.
Lemma F.1 There exists a new assignment qpii,pij ∈ {0, 1} to every Fpii,pij , such that
∑i−1
j=1 qpii,pij = 1, for
every 1 < i ≤ n, and the new load Lq is at most O(max{Lp, log n}) with a high probability.
Proof. For every 1 < i ≤ n we need to set at least one of qpii,pi1 , . . . , qpii,pii−1 to 1. To do so, we select one
of the qpii,pij ’s using the following random process. Take a random number r ∈ [0, 1]. Let j be the smallest
index for which
∑j
k=1 ppii,pik ≥ r. Set qpii,pij to 1 and the remaining to 0. Note that the probability of every
qpii,pij being 1 is exactly ppii,pij .
Using this random process, the expected load of q on every edge e remains the same as the load of p on
that edge, because
E[Lq(e)] = E
[ ∑
(i,j):e∈Fpii,pij
qpii,pij
]
=
∑
(i,j):e∈Fpii,pij
E[qpii,pij ]
=
∑
(i,j):e∈Fpii,pij
Pr[qpii,pij = 1]
=
∑
(i,j):e∈Fpii,pij
ppii,pij = Lp(e) .
Moreover, Lq(e) is in fact the summation of a number of binary random variables which are not posi-
tively correlated 3. Therefore, this summation can be upper bounded by the Chernoff bound:
Pr[Lq(e) > (1 + δ)Lp(e)] ≤ e−
δLp(e)
3 .
In the above variation of the Chernoff bound, δ > 1. Mention that to achieve a small enough probability
4, it suffices for δ to be at least Ω(log n/Lp(e)). Finally, we use the Union bound to show that Lq ∈
O(max{Lp, log n}) with a high probability.
Pr[Lq ∈ O(max{Lp, log n})] = Pr[∀e ∈ E(T ) : Lq(e) ∈ O(max{Lp(e), log n})]
= 1− Pr[∃e ∈ E(T ) : Lq(e) /∈ O(max{Lp(e), log n})]
≥ 1−
∑
e∈E(T )
Pr[Lq(e) /∈ O(max{Lp(e), log n})]
≥ 1−
∑
e∈E(T )
Pr[Lq(e) > c
(
1 +
log n
Lp(e)
)
Lp(e)]
≥ 1−
∑
e∈E(T )
O(
1
n2
) = 1−O( 1
n
) .

3In particular, qpii1 ,pij1 and qpii2 ,pij2 are independent for i1 6= i2, and are negatively correlated for i1 = i2 and j1 6= j2.
4At most O( 1
n2
).
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G Reduction from weight guarantee to edge-wise guarantee
Lemma G.1 Let R be a subspace of Rn that contains all points of Rn with non-negative coordinates and
P be a convex set of points in R. If for every point xˆ = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ R there exists a point pˆ ∈ P
such that
pˆ.xˆ ≤ k
n∑
i=1
xi
then P contains a point rˆ such that maxni=1 ri ≤ k.
Proof. We define P ′ as the set of all points in Rn whose all indices are greater than or equal to the corre-
sponding indices of a point in P . In other words
P ′ = {pˆ ∈ Rn|∃qˆ ∈ P such that pi ≥ qi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
We show in the rest that (k, k, . . . , k) ∈ P ′ which immediately implies the lemma. To this end, suppose for
the sake of contradiction that (k, k, . . . , k) /∈ P ′. Note that, since P is a convex set, so is P ′. Therefore,
there exists a hyperplane that separates all points of P ′ from point (k, k, . . . , k). More precisely, there exist
coefficients h0, h1, . . . , hn such that
n∑
i=1
hipi > h0 (20)
for all points pˆ ∈ P ′ and
n∑
i=1
hik < h0. (21)
Due to the construction of P ′ we are guaranteed that all coefficients h1, h2, . . . , hn are non-negative numbers
since otherwise for any index i such that hi < 0 there exists a point in P ′ whose i’th index is large enough
to violate Inequality (20). Now let xˆ = (h1, h2, . . . , hn). By Inequalities (20) and (21) we have
pˆ.xˆ =
n∑
i=1
xipi =
n∑
i=1
hipi > h0 ≥ k
n∑
i=1
hi = k
n∑
i=1
xi
for every pˆ ∈ P ′ which means there is no pˆ ∈ P such that pˆ.xˆ ≤ k∑ni=1 xi. This contradicts the assumption
of the lemma. 
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